The purpose of this report is to document the results of the complete effort for this project, which was to explore the possibilities of employing nanoparticles, nanostructured thin films, and nanowires in spintronic nanodevice fabrication by using e-beam lithography techniques at AMRI-UNO.
(2) MAGNETO-OPTICS OF NANOMAGNETIC MATERIALS -Dr. Kevin Stokes

SCOPE
This project explored the integration of chemically-synthesized nanoparticles and nanowires with planar nanostructures defined by electron-beam (e-beam) nanolithography. In addition optical, magnetic and magnetic-optical properties of the structures were investigated to assess the possibility of using such structures as photonic device components. The research included the participation of IBM T.J.
Watson Research Center through principle investigator Chris Murray and a post-doc to bridge the research efforts between UNO and IBM.
The primary objectives were to create a process for producing thin films using chemically-synthesized nanoparticles; to pattern this films with electron-beam nanolithography; investigate the magnetic and magneto-optical properties of the nanoparticle assemblies.
MAJOR ACCOMPLISHMENTS
" Demonstrated nanometer-scale patterning of a magnetic nanoparticle film. Films of magnetite (Fe 3 0 4 ) nanoparticles were fabricated using electric-field assisted layerby-layer assembly with a transparent polyelectrolyte. Produced features down to 50 nm using electron-beam lithography. " Completed a study of the magneto-optics of closely spaced nanoparticles. Identified novel near-field interaction effects (as a function of interparticle distance) in the magneto-optical response. " Developed a theory of the near-field optical interactions in nanoparticles to account for the observed magneto-optical response. Theory includes a redefinition of Faraday rotation applicable to scattering from nanostructures and predicts spectrally-specific enhancements for coupled noble-metal/magnetic nanoparticle assemblies which depend on nanometer-scale geometries. " Successfully synthesized cobalt ferrite nanoparticles with varying cobalt concentration and characterized the magneto-optical response of the nanoparticles. Realization of the Project and Results:
A measuring system has been designed and built at AMRI to investigate magnetoresistance of the spin -tunneling junctions with submicrometer dimensions. Precise measurements of magneto-transport properties of nanostructures usually require complex multistep lithographic processes to fabricate electrical leads to the nanostructure. A more convenient solution was proposed which minimizes number of elaborate lithographic processes and essentially eliminates the electric leads. The tunneling junctions can be fabricated in the form of nanosized pillars. Because of small area of the tunneling junction its resistance was estimated to be in the range form hundreds to thousands of ohms. Because the resistance of the leads is typically a fraction of ohm it makes possible to measure the resistance of the junctions using twoprobe (or two point) method. Existing atomic force microscope was modified to enable this kind of measurements. The semiconducting AFM tip was replaced by a conductive one and the conductive cantilever was replaced. The conductive atomic force microscope with external electronic instruments was able to find nanoscale objects, make a contact with them, provide a bias and measure the current flowing through the object. Phase-sensitive measurements with two lock-in amplifiers replaced originally proposed DC current measurements in order to improve the signal to noise ratio. The works on the measuring system resulted in Masters in Applied Physics degree of the graduate student supported through this grant.
The theoretical works of W. Butler et al. predicted large tunneling magnetoresistance effect in tunneling junctions with MgO barrier. Initial experimental results reported S. Parkin's and S. Yuasa's groups demonstrated that, indeed, the TMR effect in the micron size junctions exceeds the best results (in the junction with alumina barriers) by a factor of two. We expected that reduced size of the junctions should further increase this effect because of smaller number of defects in the small-area barrier.
In addition to physical deposition techniques, such as magnetron sputtering, patterning of the nanopillars was a crucial part of the fabrication process. The patterning of magnetic films was done by the means of the field emission scanning electron microscope with an electron beam writer. Various patterns in the form of magnetic dots, stripes and perforated films have been fabricated by electron beam writing followed by the lift off technique. The size of the smallest structures was 100 nm. Examples of the structures are presented in Figure 1 . Figure 1 . Examples of patters of magnetic dots and stripes fabricated at AMRI using electron-beam writing
Magnetization processes in such structures at quasi-static conditions and at high frequencies (in microwave range) have been carried out using SQUID magnetometer (Quantum Design) and the ferromagnetic resonance system (Brucker EPS system). The shape anisotropy of the patterned objects as well as interactions among neighboring objects in the arrays were both found significant for the switching fields of the tunneling junctions. Improved quality of the junctions could be achieved by replacing the lift-off technique by the ion milling, which or other dry etching process. The ion milling system available at CAMD -LSU, has experienced damage and has only recently been repaired. This fact delayed the final stage of fabrication of the junctions. The efforts to do competitive research in this area will be enhanced by the new system for ion milling funded by Louisiana Board of Regents grant. This system will be installed at AMRI cleanroom in the middle of 2008.
Giant magnetoresistance effect was investigated in NiMnGa shape memory alloys. Single crystals of these alloys do not exhibit magnetoresistance, however alloys fabricated by pulsed laser deposition in the form of nanogranular films showed significant magnetoresistance effect (especially at cryogenic temperatures) related to their morphology and complex spin structure.
In the final phase of the project Fe-doped TiO thin films have been fabricated in collaboration with Prof. Jinke Tang from the Department of Physics, UNO. The films showed room temperature ferromagnetism and therefore are suitable for applications in spintronics.
The partial results on the research have been reported in several presentation on national and international conferences on magnetism and were published in several articles listed below. Rechargeable Li-ion batteries serve as power source for applications in many portable electronic devices (cell phones, lap top computers). Their working principle is based on the reversible intercalation of Li-ions in the van-der-Waals gaps into lattice sites of the active material at both electrodes and the shuttle of the Li-ions between the two electrodes during charge and discharge. The storage and removal of Li-ions from the host lattice are accompanied by reversible changes in the crystallographic and electronic structure. Additionally irreversible changes are observed in the lattice of the intercalation compounds with increased cycle life. Those are attributed to the observed capacity loss of the battery.
Our project focuses on the study of electrode materials by Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) techniques. This includes the characterization of irreversible changes observed after electrochemical cycling or ageing at elevated temperature in the charged (lithium depleted) state. The use of single crystal diffraction in a TEM overcomes the difficulty of distinguishing between closely related structures that is met in x-ray diffraction studies. At the same time image information and structural details of different regions within one powder particle are obtained. 
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